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The efficiency of the multicanonical procedure can be significantly improved by applying an additional bias to
the numerically generated sample space. However, results obtained by biasing in different sampling regions
cannot in general be accurately combined, since their relative normalization coefficient is not known precisely.
We demonstrate that for overlapping biasing regions a simple iterative procedure can be employed to deter-
mine the required coefficients. © 2007 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 060.0060, 060.2330, 060.2400, 260.5430.
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. INTRODUCTION
ommunication system studies normally involve the esti-
ation of small error probabilities that are associated
ith physically unlikely system configurations [1,2]. Nu-
erical system simulations have therefore recently em-

loyed the multicanonical method [3–6] to increase the
ikelihood of physically interesting sampling events. In
ur initial studies of the probability density function (pdf)
f the differential group delay (DGD) of an optical fiber
7–9], we found that multicanonical procedures reduced
he number of samples required to predict or measure the
ow-probability region of the pdf by orders of magnitude.
owever, the increase in computational efficiency, while

arge, can still be insufficient for experimental applica-
ions [10–12] in which far fewer system configurations
an be sampled compared with numerical simulations. We
ccordingly proposed several improvements to multica-
onical sampling [13,14], including biased multicanonical
pproaches that concentrate the statistical samples into
estricted regions of the space of system observables.
ith appropriate bias functions [15], we performed mea-

urements of the pdf of the DGD to an unparalleled level
f precision with standard equipment [12].

However, if our method is applied repeatedly to the
ame problem but with the sample space biased in differ-
nt regions, the associated histograms cannot be com-
ined to predict the global system behavior, since their
elative normalization is undetermined. Here we present

procedure for calculating the required normalization
onstants when the sampling regions of successive biased
ulticanonical iterations (or separate multicanonical cal-

ulations) overlap. In particular, the relative normaliza-
ion constants are obtained from an iterative procedure in
hich the converged solution minimizes the mean square
rror (MSE) of the pdf estimate in the overlapping re-
ions. Our method yields a substantial increase in com-
utational efficiency with modest additional program-
ing effort.
1084-7529/07/082474-6/$15.00 © 2
Methods similar to ours have been previously applied
o the Monte Carlo method and to the canonical distribu-
ion [16] generated by the Metropolis algorithm. These in-
lude successive umbrella sampling [17–19], bridge sam-
ling [20], importance sampling, and the weighted
istogram analysis method of [21–23]. However, the pro-
edure of this paper is, to our knowledge, the first imple-
entation of such techniques to the multicanonical en-

emble [14,24–26].

. MULTICANONICAL SAMPLING
he multicanonical method is an iterative, biased statis-

ical sampling method that presupposes a complete ab-
ence of prior information about the system properties.
he procedure generates the value of any function of sys-

em variables, p��E� �, weighted by its probability of occur-
ence, which is collectively denoted by p�E� �. The E� ��� � are
vector of NE system observables that are dependent on
� stochastic parameters, �� . In the calculations of this
aper, the observables correspond to the DGD of an opti-
al fiber system, the randomly varying parameters, �� , are
he angles of various polarization controllers [11,12], and
�E� � is the pdf associated with finding the system in a
iven state of the observable. However, it should be em-
hasized that the choice of these quantities is effectively
rbitrary (in the more general case, which is discussed
nd illustrated in detail in [14], the histograms below
ust be updated by a value different from unity).
To implement the multicanonical method, the physi-

ally relevant region of the output values (solution space)
� is divided into N histogram bins with volume �V cen-
ered at E� i with i=1,2, . . .N. A histogram that here corre-
ponds to the current estimate of the (unnormalized) pdf,
hich we denote p0�E� �, and a second histogram, H1�E� �,

hat stores temporary values, are first set to unity, consis-
ent with an absence of prior information. We then gener-
007 Optical Society of America
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te a set of random system variables, �� cur, and compute
he associated observables E� cur. A transition is then gen-
rated from �� new=�� cur+��� , where ��� represents a small
andom perturbation (which can be chosen from an effec-
ively arbitrary probability distribution, as verified in
14]), leading to new observables E� new. This transition is
ccepted with probability min�1,p0�E� cur� /p0�E� new��, in
hich case the system variables �� cur are replaced by �� new;

therwise, a self-transition occurs, and �� new is set to �� cur

or the following step [6]. In either case, the value of the
istogram bin H1�E� � corresponding to the updated E� cur is

ncremented. After Ns transitions, a new, rebiased esti-
ate of p�p1 is generated from p1�E� �=cp0�E� �H1�E� �,
here the normalization constant c is normally chosen ac-

ording to the criterion that p1 corresponds to a probabil-
ty distribution. While this procedure initially leads to the

onte Carlo result, in the subsequent iteration, p0�E� � is
eplaced by p1�E� �, and the above steps are repeated. The
cceptance rule then increases the sampling probability
f states with small p�E� � in such a manner that the re-
ulting histogram, Hn�E� �, becomes increasingly indepen-
ent of E� as the calculation progresses.

. BIASED MULTICANONICAL SAMPLING
iasing methods [15,27] increase the multicanonical sam-
ling probability in a limited region Rk of the system ob-
ervables. One procedure multiplies the current estimate
f p�E� � by a bias enhancement function F�E� � that is con-
tant within Rk and rapidly increases away from this re-
ion, i.e., p̃m−1�E� �=pm−1�E� �F�E� � at the beginning of each
teration [13]. This modified transition rule augments the
robability of transitions into Rk; however, at the end of
he iteration loop, an unbiased estimate of p is recovered
rom pm�E� �= p̃m−1�E� �Hm�E� � as in the importance sampling
echnique. In the one-dimensional calculations of this pa-
er, E� corresponds to a single variable E while in the nth
ulticanonical iteration we employ

F�E� = �e�E − En
L�2

/�2�2� E � En
L

e�E − En
R�2

/�2�2� E � En
R

1 En
L � E � En

R� , �1�

here En
L and En

R are the left and right limits of the region
ver which F�E� is constant.

If the relative normalization is known, we can combine
he estimates, p̂i�E� �, i=1, . . . , �m−1�, of p�E� �, obtained
rom either m−1 successive iterations or the converged
esults of m−1 biased multicanonical calculations with
ifferent bias functions, Fi�E� �, for which the correspond-
ng regions Ri differ. For example, according to the stan-
ard importance sampling prescription, the result in the
th histogram bin is obtained by weighing each contribu-
ion according to the relative number of samples, Hi�E� k�,
n this bin; that is [14,28],
p�E� k� =
�
i=1

m−1

Hi�E� k�p̂i�E� k�

�
i=1

m−1

Hi�E� k�

. �2�

Unfortunately, the relative normalization of the indi-
idual histograms is generally undetermined unless the
iasing is sufficiently weak that all calculations yield ac-
eptable estimates of the large-amplitude regions of the
df. However, if the regions Ri and Ri−1 partially overlap,
he respective pdfs p̂i and p̂i−1 differ in the common region
y at most a normalization constant if statistical fluctua-
ions are neglected. Below, we present a slight modifica-
ion of the procedure of [21–23]. The resulting algorithm
etermines the ratio of the unknown normalization con-
tants by minimizing the MSE of the pdf estimate.

We, accordingly, consider a slightly more general ex-
ression,

p̂�E� k� = �
i=1

m−1

Aiwi�E� k�p̂i�E� k�, �3�

or the pdf estimate at the start of the mth multicanonical
teration, formed by the weighted sum of m−1 biased es-
imates, p̂i�E� k�, with

�
i=1

m−1

wi�E� k� = 1 �4�

or all k. The normalization constant, Ai, is defined by

pi�E� � =	p�E� �/Ai E� � Ri

0 otherwise
 , �5�

n which p�E� � and pi�E� � are the exact and the biased pdfs,
espectively. That is, Ai denotes the integral of p�E� � over
he ith biasing region, Ri. The optimal weight functions
an therefore be determined by minimizing the MSE [29]
f p̂�E� k�,

MSE�p̂�E� k�� � E��p̂�E� k� − p�E� k��2�

= �
i=1

m−1

Ai
2wi

2�E� k�Var�p̂i�E� k�� + �E�p̂�E� k��

− p�E� k��2, �6�

ith respect to wi�E� k�, while simultaneously imposing the
ormalization condition of Eq. (4) [21,22,28,30]. Here
{…} and Var{…} represent the expectation and variance
ver a large number of multicanonical simulations.

To minimize Eq. (6), the constraint of Eq. (4) is intro-
uced through a Lagrange multiplier, �, and each partial
erivative of

f̂�E� k� = MSE�p̂�E� k�� − �	�
i=1

m−1

wi�E� k� − 1
 , �7�

ith respect to wj�E� k�, is subsequently equated to zero.
his yields for the optimum weight functions
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wi�E� k� =
Ii

�k�/�Ai
2 Var�p̂i�E� k���

�
j=1

m−1

Ij
�k�/�Aj

2 Var�p̂j�E� k���

. �8�

he expression Ii
�k� is zero if p̂i�E� k�=0 and one otherwise,

hich ensures that the pdf estimate is correctly weighted
n the absence of histogram samples.

The variance appearing in Eq. (8) is given in terms of
he ni samples recorded in Hi by [22,29,31]

Var�p̂i�E� k�� =
1

ni�V
gi�E� k�pi�E� k�. �9�

ere gi�E� k� should incorporate the covariance between
uccessive samples in the kth histogram bin during the
th multicanonical iteration [22]. For simplicity, however,
e approximate gi�E� k� by a constant for all i [22] and fur-

her replace pi�E� k�→p�E� k� /Ai according to Eq. (5). This
ields the approximation

p̂�E� k� 
�
i=1

m−1

nip̂i�E� k�

�
j=1

m−1

Ij
�k�nj/Aj

. �10�

e proceed as in [21,22] by observing that

An =�
Rn

p�E� �dE�  �
�kn�E� kn

�Rn�

p̂�E� kn
��V. �11�

pplying Eq. (10) then yields

An � �
�kn�E� kn

�Rn�

�
i=1

m−1

nip̂i�E� kn
�

�
j=1

m−1

Ij
�kn�nj/Aj

. �12�

o solve the above expression, all normalization constants
n are initialized to unity and then inserted into Eq. (12),
hich provides new estimates of An. The procedure is

hen iterated until the relative change in An is less than a
pecified value. To avoid numerical divergences, An is
ypically replaced by cAn after each iteration. In our cal-
ulations, the constant c is determined from the condition
hat the components of the pdf p̂, Eq. (10), sum to unity.

If the intersection of Rn−1 and Rn is disjoint from any
ther biasing region for every n, the converged An /An−1
quals the ratio of the sums of the histogram values
ithin the overlapping region. If, on the other hand, more

han one successive biasing region overlaps, the full itera-
ive solution of Eq. (12) is required.

The number of iterations can be considerably reduced if
he initial estimates for An in Eq. (12) are chosen to mini-
ize the vertical offset between p̂n−1 and p̂n. That is, if

n
�0� represents the initial value of An, we minimize the
eighted least-squares error [16] with weighting con-

tants wls, namely,
k
�
k=1

N

wk
ls�p̂n−1�E� k� − xnp̂n�E� k��2, �13�

ith respect to xn�An
�0� /An−1

�0� , n=2, . . . , �m−1�. This yields

An
�0�

An−1
�0�

=
�
k=1

N

wk
lsp̂n−1�E� k�p̂n�E� k�

�
k=1

N

wk
ls�p̂n�E� k��2

. �14�

imilarly, An
�0� can be recursively determined from Eq.

14) after setting A1
�0�=1. The choice of weights, wk

ls, is not
nique; in our calculations, however, we set wk

ls to the
roduct �Hn�E� k�−1��Hn−1�E� k�−1� (recall that all histo-
ram bins are initialized to unity).

Accordingly, to determine the pdf of an observable, E,
e first compute a Monte Carlo estimate of the pdf, p̂1,
nd select as the initial biasing region an interval cen-
ered on the last point, E0, in the calculation for which ten
r more samples have been recorded. This criterion re-
ects the empirical observation that, with our computa-
ional parameters, these points are normally surrounded
y a region of histogram bins that contain at least one
ample. The width of the biasing range, �E, is then se-
ected for every iteration according to

�E = 2
Emax − E0

1 + 2	�NI − 1�
, �15�

here Emax and NI denote the maximum value of interest
f the system observable and the number of biased multi-
anonical iterations, respectively, and 	 is the fraction of
he window width by which the biasing range is shifted to
he right for each multicanonical iteration, i.e.,

En
L = E0 + �E��n − 1�	 − 1/2�,

En
R = E0 + �E��n − 1�	 + 1/2�, �16�

or n=1, . . . ,NI. That is, 	=0.75 corresponds to a 25%
verlap of the new biasing region with the previous re-
ion. Employing Ns samples and F�E� given by Eq. (1), we
alculate a biased multicanonical histogram, H2, as in
ection 2, leading to a new pdf estimate p̂2. The ratio of
he normalization constants A1 and A2 for this first itera-
ion is then determined through Eq. (12), after which the
pdated pdf is computed from Eq. (10). The biasing region

s then shifted to the right according to Eqs. (16), and the
rocedure is repeated such that the unnormalized pdf es-
imates p̂1 , . . . , p̂m−1, after m−1 biased multicanonical it-
rations, are combined in an analogous fashion to yield
he improved pdf estimate for the mth iteration.

Note that our method differs substantially from, e.g.,
mbrella sampling, in which intermediate results are
ombined only at the end of the calculation. Further, as
oted in [32], our approach enables regions of state space
ith physically interesting properties to be located and
xamined dynamically by positioning the biasing region
ccording to the results of previous iterations.
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. NUMERICAL RESULTS
efore establishing the experimental significance of our

ormalism, we first demonstrate its accuracy through nu-
erical simulations. These will analyze the test case for
hich the system output variable E�
��� � is the DGD, 
,

f a simulated optical fiber emulator. In the calculations
f this paper, the emulator consists of Nsec=100 sections
f randomly oriented, polarization-maintaining (PM) fiber
33]. The DGD of a single fiber section, 
sec, is determined
y the requirement that the average DGD 
avg


sec�8Nsec /3�=25 ps. The system parameters, �� , then
orrespond to the coupling angles between the PM fiber
egments [6]. Our calculations further employ ten 2
104-sample iterations with 	=0.3. Events are recorded

n 100 equal-size histogram bins in the interval 0

 /
avg�10.
We first examine the rate of convergence afforded by

q. (12) in Fig. 1, which displays the maximum relative
rror,

ig. 1. Maximum relative error, Eq. (17), for the initial estimate
f the normalization constants of Eq. (14) (solid curve) and for
he iterated results An

�0�=1, n=1, . . . ,NI for these constants (dot-
ed curve). Results are illustrated for a 100-segment fiber emu-
ator with 
avg=25 ps and ten biased multicanonical iterations
ith 2�104 points per iteration with 	=0.3.

ig. 2. Pdf, Eq. (10), obtained from the calculation of Fig. 1 after
oining the results of ten different biased calculations after 1
crosses), 2000 (circles), and 20,000 (dotted curve) iterations of
q. (12). The solid curve is the exact result of [8]. The normaliza-

ion constants are here initialized to A�0�=1, n=1, . . . ,N .
n I
 = max
n
�An

�i� − An
�i−1�

An
�i−1� � � 100 % , �17�

f the normalization constants, after the ith iteration, i
2,3, . . . ,50,000. The initial estimates An

�0�=1 yield the
otted curve in Fig. 1, while the initial estimates of Eq.
14) instead yield the solid curve in the figure. The com-
ined pdf estimates obtained from Eq. (10) after 1
crosses), 2000 (circles), and 20,000 (dotted curve) itera-
ions of Eq. (12) for the case in which all An were initial-
zed to unity are presented in Fig. 2.

Next, in Fig. 3 we illustrate the combination of piece-
ise biased estimates of the pdf. The solid curve in the

op graph of Fig. 3 is the initial pdf estimate, p̂1, obtained
rom a Monte Carlo simulation, while the subsequent bi-
sed estimates, p̂2, before and after the application of Eq.
12), are indicated by circular markers and dashed
urves, respectively. The quantity p̂2 is displayed only
ithin the region of constant bias, as the histogram val-
es outside this region do not affect the updated pdf esti-

ig. 3. Top, biased pdf estimate p̂2 before (circles) and after
dashed curve) combination with the initial Monte Carlo esti-
ate p̂1 (solid curve) according to Eq. (10) with 	=0.3. Bottom,

nalogous results for the second biasing iteration in which p̂1, p̂2,
nd p̂3 (crosses) are combined according to Eq. (10) (solid curve).
he vertical lines indicate the biasing region.

ig. 4. Pdf of the DGD of a 100-section fiber emulator calculated
ith fifty 5�104-sample (dashed–dotted curve) and fifteen 1.2
104-sample (dashed curve) iterations of the biased multicanoni-

al method, with the standard multicanonical procedure for fif-
een 1.67�105-sample iterations (circles) and with the analytic
esult (solid curve).
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ate in our procedure. The second graph in Fig. 3 depicts
he corresponding results for the second iteration for
hich the dotted curve is a combination of the three re-

ults p̂1, p̂2, and p̂3 according to Eq. (10).
After fifty 5�104-sample iterations with 	=0.25, we

enerated the dashed–dotted curve in Fig. 4 with our bi-
sed multicanonical method, which is compared with the
nalytic result (solid curve) [8]. The standard multica-
onical procedure with fifteen 1.67�105-sample itera-
ions, which was found empirically to yield near-ideal re-
ults for the pdf in the low-probability tail region, instead
ields the curve designated by circular markers. Finally,
he dashed curve of Fig. 4, obtained after fifteen 1.2
104-sample iterations with 	=0.25, exhibits a level of

ccuracy similar to the standard multicanonical proce-
ure. Evidently, our biased multicanonical method, even
ithout optimization of computational parameters, yields
considerable increase in computational efficiency com-

ared with the standard multicanonical procedure with
he same number of samples.

. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
o demonstrate that our procedure can be applied experi-
entally, we measured the pdf of the DGD, 
, of an eight-

tage optical fiber emulator, following the procedure of
12]. The experimental setup, see Fig. 5, employed eight
eneral Photonics PolaRITE II three-axis polarization

ontrollers separated by unequal-length PM fibers. As in
ection 4, E�
��� � represents the relevant system observ-
ble, namely, the DGD, while �� corresponds to the 24 in-
ut voltages applied to the eight polarization controllers.
he DGD of the fiber emulator was measured by applying
he Jones matrix eigenanalysis (JME) procedure to the
utput of an HP 8509B polarization analyzer combined
ith a Tunics PRI tunable laser [34]. The mean and maxi-
um DGDs for the system are approximately 11.7 ps and

7.4 ps, respectively.
In our experiment, the Jones matrix was measured at

wo wavelengths displaced by 0.1 nm by cycling an EO-
pace eight-stage polarization controller through five ran-
om input polarization states and reading the corre-
ponding output Stokes vectors from the analog outputs
f the HP 8509B with a National Instruments PCI-6221
nput card. The Jones matrix was computed from the out-
ut values according to the least-squares method of
35,36], at a rate five times faster than the native HP

Fig. 5. Biased multicanonical experimental setup.
509B JME measurement algorithms, although further
mprovements could be attained with relatively minor
omponent modifications.

Employing 10,000 Monte Carlo measurements followed
y seven 5,000-sample biased multicanonical iterations
ith 	=0.5, the piecewise procedure of Section 3 yielded

he circular markers in Fig. 6 for the measured pdf of the
GD, 
, of the fiber emulator. For comparison, the points
arked as crosses in the figure were instead generated
ith a standard 45,000-point Monte Carlo measurement.
inally, the solid curve of Fig. 6 indicates the simulated
df for three 5�105-sample iterations of the standard
ulticanonical algorithm in which the DGD for each PM
ber segment corresponded to the values measured in the
xperimental setup. Although the number of multicanoni-
al iterations and sampling events were chosen to pro-
uce probabilities of occurrence comparable with the ex-
erimental results, the agreement between the calculated
nd the experimentally determined pdfs is still notable
9,33]. Evidently, our aligned piecewise biasing procedure
omputes the low-probability regions of the pdf with con-
iderably greater efficiency than the standard multica-
onical method.

. CONCLUSIONS
e have employed an iterative method to combine the in-

ermediate results of strongly biased multicanonical cal-
ulations. Our procedure can be immediately adapted to
ny biasing formalism, such as directly calculating quan-
ities other than the pdf [4], raising the intermediate pdf
r histogram variable to a power (power method), dy-
amically biasing in multidimensional space to locate re-
ions with physically interesting properties [32], and em-
loying highly confining bias functions to strictly limit the
tatistical events to a small region of parameter space
barrier method) [14]. Since in each case the sampling re-
ion is limited to a far smaller region of parameter space
han in standard multicanonical calculations, consider-

ig. 6. Experimentally determined pdf of the DGD of an eight-
ection fiber emulator for 45,000 samples measured with the
iecewise biased multicanonical method (circles) and the stan-
ard Monte Carlo procedure (crosses). The solid curve indicates
he corresponding numerical results for three 5�105-sample it-
rations in the standard multicanonical method.
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ble increases in computational efficiency are possible, es-
ecially in high-dimensional problems, which is of great
ignificance in experimental applications.
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